
Using a Deontic Logic to Model 
Social Practices







 Worship the Chicken God
 Polygamy for men, monogamy for women
 Eating is taboo



 > Demo



 Game-state is a blackboard of assertions
 “The world is everything that is the case”
 A practice is a set of declarative conditionals





x:Stomach:Filled.Empty &&

x:NeedsToEat && 

y:Edible && 

y:Health.Alive && 

x:CanEat.True            

-> 

[] x:Act.Eat.y



x:Agent && 

y:Agent &&

SameLot:x:y

-> 

x:CanEat.False



x:Agent 

&& y:Agent 

&& Motor:Animate:x.Eat

&& x:CanEat.False 

&& SameLot:x:y

-> 

[] y:Act.Punish.x





 > Demo





 > Demo





x:Rel:y.Dominant &&

IsWatching:x:y

-> 

[] Motor:LookAt:y.x.Down



 > Demo





 Game-state is a blackboard of declarative 
assertions

 Some of these assertions are deontic
 A practice is a set of conditionals



 Concise
 Robust
 Each conditional can be learned separately







 Instead of searching O(b^n) nodes, we just 
search b*n nodes!

 This means we can have very long-term plans 
involving hundreds of actions!

 > Demo



Each interaction has an associated tradeoff

Cook Hamburger: 

Meat + Stove + Time 

-> 

Hunger + Cooking Skill



Each interaction has an associated tradeoff

Read Cookery Book: 

CookeryBook + Time 

-> 

Cooking Skill



 The tradeoffs determine a commodity graph
 We work through the graph from right to left



 How do we decide how to divvy up the rhs
between the lhs?

 We use the labor-value of the commodity
 The labor-value of a commodity is the 

amount of time it takes to acquire one unit of 
it

 We calculate the labor-value from the 
tradeoffs



 1 Time + 1000 Y  1 X
 100 Time  1 Y
 1 Time  1 X



 This planning approach is O(b*n)
 It distinguishes between the use-value of 

each commodity and the labor-value of each 
commodity

 It enables very long-term plans, involving 
hundreds of actions
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